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ON JT-MANIFOLDS AND Q°°-MANIFOLDS, II:

INFTFITE DEFICIENCY
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ABSTRACT- We introduce the notion of Z>sets (D*-sets) and establish the Un-

knotting Theorem for D-sets in a manifold modeled on RT―dir limi?" or <QO3=

dirlim Qn, where Q is the Hilbert cube. This yields equality of i>sets, Z)*-sets

and infinite(i.e.,R°°-or Q°°-)deficient sets. Our Theorem corresponds to a weak

version of the Unknotting Theorem for infinitedeficientsets proved by V.T. Liem.

However our proof is elementary and short. And we give an alternative proof

of the InfiniteDeficient Embedding Approximation Theorem due to Liem. Using

Anderson-McCharen's trick, this Approximation Theorem strengthens our Unknot-

ting Theorem in the strong form. Moreover, we show that the union of two E°°-

(or Qx-) manifolds meeting in an R°°-(or Q -) manifold is also an R°°-(or Q°°-]

manifold, and that for any space X, Xx R is an R°°-(or Q°°-)manifold if and only

0. Introduction.

Separable paracompact manifolds modeled on J?°°=dir limRn and Q°°=dir lim Qn,

where Q is the Hilbert cube, are called R°°-manifolds and Q"-manifolds, respectively.

These manifolds have been studied by R. E. Heisey, V.T. Liem, et al. (cf. References

of [11]). In the previous paper [11], we gave a characterization of these manifolds

and elementary short proofs of the Open Embedding Theorem, the Stability

Theorem, the Classification Theorem, etc. This paper is a sequel of [11].

The notions of D-sets and D*-sets are introduced in Section 1, as generaliza-

tions of closed sets contained in collared sets, and the Unknotting Theorem for in-

sets in R°°-(or Q°°-)manifolds is established in Section 2. Our theorem yields

characterizations of infinite deficiency in these manifolds, i.e., the equality of in-

sets, D*~sets and J?°°-or Q°°-deficient sets (see Section 3), and some fundamental

properties of infinite deficient sets are easily derived, e. g., (i) a finite union of i?°°-

(or Q°°~)deficient sets is also R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient [7, Proposition 1.4] (or [5, Pro-

position 2]); (ii) locally R°°-(or Q"-) deficient closed set is also R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient
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[7, Theorem 5.1 (or 5.3)]; (iii) a collared submanifold is R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient [7,

Theorem 3.3 (or 3.4)]. Using the result of Section 7 mentioned below, we have

a short proof of the converse of (iii)[6, Theorem 4.2] (or [4, Theorem 2.3]) i.e.,

(iii)'an R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient submanifold is collared. Thus we have an alterna-

tive proof of the Collaring Theorem. The Unknotting Theorem for infinite de-

ficient sets was established by Liem [7], [5], in the weak form for iJ^-case (i.e.,

without an ambient isotopy). Our theorem corresponds to the weak version of

Liem's theorem but our proof is elementary and short. In Section 4, using our

theorem, we give an easy proof of the Infinite Deficient Embedding (.D-Embedding)

Approximation Theorem due to Liem [6], [4]. Using Anderson-McCharen's trick

[1], this Approximation Theorem strengthens our Unknotting Theorem in the

strong form (see Section 5).

In [2], it is shown that for any space X, XxR^a (resp. I) if and only if

Xxl=a (resp. I), where the space a (resp. I) is a metric version of R (resp. Q°°).

In Section 6, we show this valid equally to R and Q°°.From this, we can see

that a space X containing an Rc"~(or Q°°-)manifold M as a dense open set is an

R°°-(or Q00-) manifold if X＼M is contained in a collared set in X.

Let Xi and X2 be closed subsets of a space X with I=I,Ulz and XQ = XiC＼

X-2. J. Mogilski [9] showed that if Xo, Xx and X2 are /2-manifolds then X is also

an 4-manifold. In Section 7, we prove its R°°-(or Q°°)version. J. P. Henderson

and J. J. Walsh [2] constructed cell-like decompositions of a and I whose de-

composition spaces are not homeomorphic to a and I but the products with R or

/ are homeomorphic to a and I respectively. Their examples apply equally to R

and Q°°,as mentioned in Section 7 of [2]. Then one should remark that the

Mogilski's method in [9] cannot apply to the R°°-(or Q°°-)version.

For undefined terms and notations, refer to the previous paper [111.

1. D-Sets and D*-Sets.

Let A be a closed subset of a space X. We callA a D-set in X ifit satisfies

the following condition:

(<D) For each compact sets CzdCq in X and each open cover 1J of X, there

exists an embedding h: C-+X c(/-nearto the inclusion CczX with h＼C0

= id and h(C＼C0)<zX＼A.

And A is a D*-set in X if it satisfiesthe following:

(iD*) For each closed set Xo in X and each open cover HJ of X, there exists

an embedding/: X-+X ^U-near to id with /|X0 = id and f(X＼X0)<z

X＼A.
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Clearly each D*-set is a D-set. These sets are generalizations of closed sets con-

tained in collared subsets of X as seen below. In this section, we will observe

some properties of D-sets and D*-sets in general spaces. However those are not

required in the proof of the Unknotting Theorem for D-sets in an R°°-(or Q°°-)

manifold (see Section 2).

We will start to prove the following lemma:

1-1 Lemma: Let a: X―>[0, oo) be a map of a paracompact space X and HJ

a collectionof open setsin XxR such that for each xzX there is a Ug'U contain-

ing {x}x[Q,a(x)]. Then there existsa map /3:X->{0,oo) such that for each xQX

there is a UeHJ containing {x}X[―8(x),a(x) + B(x)~＼.

Proof: For each xeX, choose an open neighborhood U(x) of x in X and an

e(x)>0 so that U(x)x[―e(x),a(x) + e(x)] is contained in some U&U. The open

cover {U{x)＼xeX} has a locally finite open refinement {F^ie/l}. From normality

of X, there is an open cover {ffl^UG/f} such that c＼Wi<zVi for each X£/i. For each

XzA, choose xxgX so that ViOU(xx) and take a Urysohn map ux: X^-7 with

u1{X＼Vi) = Q and ufcW^l. Then we define ^: X->(0,oo) by

j8(ar)= sup{e(ari)≪i(ar)U64

The continuity of /3 follows from local finiteness of {Vi＼/i£A}. It is obvious that

/3 has the required property. □

1-2 Proposition. Let A be a closed subset of a paracompact perfectly normal

space X. If A is contained in some collared set in X, then A is a D*-set in X,

hence a D-set in X.

Proof: Let B be a collared set in X with AcB. Then we have an open

embedding k: Bx[0, l)-*X such that k(x,0) = x for each xsB. Let X0 be a closed

set in X and HJ an open cover of X. Now we will construct an embedding /:

X-+X 17-near to id with /|X0 = id and /(I＼I0)cI＼A Let W be an open set

in X with Ac Wcc＼Wczk(Bx[0,1)). Each xe(5nlf)＼I8 has an open neigh-

borhood Vx in X which is contained in PF＼X0 and some U£CU. From Lemma

1-1, we have a map /3:(Bf] W)＼X0 -> (0,1) such that each {^} x [0, /3(x)]is contained

in some k~＼Vx-)- Take a map T: B-*I with r1(0)-(JS＼iy)U(5nX0) and define

a map ≪: 5^[0,1) by

for x£(BnW)＼X0,

for x£(B＼W)U(Bf]X0).

We define an embedding h: 5x[0,l)-≫£x[0,l) by
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if 0<t<a(,x),

otherwise.

Observe that h is ArW)-near to id and h＼(Bx[0,l)＼k-＼W))Uk~＼X0) = i± Then

khk~l extends to an embedding /: X-*X with /|X＼^(5x[0,l)) = id. Clearly /

is the desired embedding. □

The following is trivial:

1-3 Proposition : (1) Any closed subsed of a D-set (resp. D*-set) in an

arbitrary space X is also a D-set {resp. D*-set) in X.

(2) A finite union of D*-sets of an arbitrary space X is also a D*~setin X.

(3) A discreteunion of D-sets (resp. D*-sets) of a Hausdorjf (resp. arbitrary)

space X is also a D-set (resp. D*-set) in X.

(4) // A is a D-set in a Hausdorjf space X, then for any open subset U of

X, AnU is a D-set in U.

(5) // A is a closed subset of a Hausdorjf (resp. normal) space X which is a

D-set (resp. D*-set) in an open subset of X, then A is a D-set (resp. D*-

set)in X.

A closed subset A of a space X is a local D-set (resp. a local D*-set) in X if

each xgA has an open neighborhood U in X such that Af)U is a D-set (resp.

Z)*-set) in U. Then using Michael's theorem for local properties [8], we easily

/Vkfair＼

X.

1-4 Proposition : Any local D*-set in a paracompact space X is a D*-set in

Proof: Let A be a local D*-set in X. By (1) and (5) in 1-3, each xqA has

a closed neighborhood in A which is a D*-set in X Using [8, Theorem 5-5], the

result follows from (1),(2) and (3) in 1-3. □

In the above proof, we only use the fact that each x A has a neighborhood

Ax in A which is contained in some open subset U of X as a D*-set in U. We

will callsuch a closed set A a weakly local D*-set in X. Similarly a weakly local

D-Qaf in y i≪rlpfinpri

1-5 Corollary : Any locally compact set A in an R°°(or Q°°-)manifold M

is a D*-set in M, hence a D-set in M.

Proof: Because of similarity,we show only the /2°°-case.Each xeA has a

compact neighborhood Ax in A which is contained in an open subset U of M
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homeomorphic to an open set on R°°.Since R ―!00―dirlimln, there is an open

embedding g:U-+I°°. From compactness, g(Ax)<zIn for some n. Hence g(Ax) is

contained in a collared set in /°°,so Ax is also contained in a collared set in U.

By Proposition 1-2, A^ is a D*-set in t/. Thus A is a weakly local D*-set in M.

The above remark of Proposition 1-4 assure that A is a D*-set in X. □

2. Unknotting Theorem for D-sets.

An embetting /: X->7 of a space X into a space Y is called a D-embetting

if f(X) is a D-set in Y. We prove the followingUnknotting Theorem for D-

sets(D-embeddings) in an jKm- or Q°°-manifold.

2-1 Unknotting Theorem for D-sets: Let M be an Ex- or Q°°-manifold,

f: A-+M a D-embedding of a D-set A in M and CU, ^V open covers of M. If f

is CU-homotopic to the inclusion AcM, then f extends to a homeomorphisrn f: M-+

M which is sti^J, c＼/)-nearto id.

The main lemma for our Unknotting Theorem is the following which is a

direct consequence of [11, Lemma 1-5] and the definitionof Z)-sets.

2-2 Lemma : Let C be a D-set in an BT-manifold (resp. a Q°°-manifold)M

and f: B-+M a map from a finite dimensional compact metric space (resp. a

compact metric space) B to M that restrictsto an embedding f＼A: A-+M on a ,

closed subset A of B. Then for each open cover HJ of M, there exists an embedding

g: B-+M such that g＼A―f＼A,g(B＼A)<zM＼C and g is RJ-homotopic to f station-

arily on A.

It is easy to see that each R"- or Q°°-manifolclis an ANE for compact metric

spaces, hence for countable direct limits of compact metric spaces. If X is a

countable direct limit of compact metric spaces, then so are a closed subspace of

X and the product space Xxl. We use the next Homotopy Entension Theorem

(cf. Proof of [3, Ch. IV, Theorem 2.2]).

2-3 Homotopy Extension Theorem : Let Y be an ANE for C and HJ an

open cover of Y, where C is a closed hereditary { ―weakly hereditary) class of

normal spaces such that XxleC for all XsC. If h: AxI-*Y is a RJ-homotopy

of a closed set A in XeC such that h0 extends to a map f: X-+Y, then h extends

to a Hj'-homotopy h: XxI~>Y with ho=f.

Proof of Theorem 2-1: Write M=dirlimXn where each Xn is a finitedi-

mensional compact metric subspace (or compact metric subspace) of Xn^. From

paracompactness,c＼padmits a sequence of open star-refinements
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<~V> *C-Vi> *CV2 > *cVi >*･■-.

Inductively, we define open covers cWo, cWu LWi, ･･■as follows.

7^0 = ^ and W≪ = st(<Wn ,,<=[?≫), ≪= 1,2, ･･･ .

Then each Wn refines st(CU,<=V).

Put ni = l. From the Homotopy Extension Theorem, /:A―>-M extends to a

map f{:M-+M Wo-homotopic to id. Using Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding

fx:Xnx^M such that

f,＼Xni(＼A= f＼Xnif)A,

UXn＼A)c:M＼f{A) and

/i= /(I-Xm stationanly on I≫,nA

Then/! extends to an embedding fx:XniUA->M with f,＼A=f. Clearly /, is

c(7,-homotopic to f(＼Xni＼jAstationarilyon A, hence ^A-homotopic to the inclusion

Xni{jA(zM.

Choose an Wi>l so that /i(IBl)cIMl. Since /r1 is S^rhomotopic to the in-

clusion /,(ZBl)U/(i)cM, /r1 extends to a map g[:M^M ^,-homotopic to id bj

the Homotopy Extension Theorem. From Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding

(7,:Xmi-+M vsuch that

gil/.(^1)u(-X'min/(A))=/r1|/1(A-f,1)u(-XBlln/(i4)),

gi(Xmi＼f(A))<zM＼A and

gi- 9-il^m, stationarilyon/,(.ZTCl)U(Xmin/(A)).

Then Q＼＼f＼{Xn^=fCxand f/i extends to an embedding qx＼Xmx＼}f(A)-*M witl

gi|/(^4)=/~' which is c[72-honiotopic to g[＼XmiUf(A) stationarilyon f(A), hence

cJ^2-homotopic to the inclusion Im,U/(A)cM

Choose an n-2>nx so that g,(Zmi)cX,,2. Similarly as above, using the Homotopj

Extension Theorem and Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding /2: Xn^Xmv m2>nii

such that f2＼gi(Xmi)= gzl and /2 extends to an embedding fz:Xn2＼jA->M witl

fz＼A=f which is Ws-homotopic to the inclusion Xn2UA<zM.

Thus by induction, we have the following commutative diagram of embeddings

Xnil)A Xn2UA

U U

/l 2

u

C Xr,,

/ /3

i /

c

A

n n n

u/(/i)xm2u/U) xTO3u/(A)
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where each ft extends to an embedding fi＼Xnt＼jA->Xmi＼Jf(A)<zM with fi＼A―f

which is cj^2i-rhomotopic to the inclusion Xn.liAc.M and each g; extends to an

embedding gt: Xmi＼Jf(A)-*Xni+l＼JAcM with gi＼f(A)=f-1 which is ^gj-homotopic

to the inclusion Xmil)f(A)czM. Then fu f2, ･･･ induce a homeomorphism /≪>:M

->M which is st(9/, cr;)-near to id and extends /. □

3. R°°-or Q°°-defieient Sets.

Let E be a pointed space with the base point OsE. A closed subset A of a

space X is said to be E-deficient in X if there exists a homeomorphism f:X^>X

XE with f(A)czXx{0}. And A is locally E-deficient in X if each ;c A admits an

open neighborhood U in X such that Ant/ is ^-deficient in U. Taking (R°°,0),

(Q°°,0) or (/, 0) as (E, 0), we obtain the notions of (local) i?°°-denciency, (local) Q°°-

deficiency of (local) /-deficiency, respectively. For example, as easily seen, compact

sets in an R°°-or c"-manifold are iJ°°-or Q°°-deficient.

In the case that (£x£,(0,0))£(£,0), e.g., (E,0) = (R~,0) or (Q°°,0), for each

E-deficient set A in a space X, there exists a homeomorphism g: X^-XxE such

that g(x) = (x,0) for each xzA. In fact, let h:E^>-ExE and f:X-+XxE be

homeomorphisms such that /≪(0)= (0,0) and f(A)czXx{0}, then g = (f~lxidE)°

(idxXh)of:X^>XxE is the desired homeomorphism.

Using Theorem 2-1, we can obtain the following characterization of infinite

deficiency in an jR':- or Q00-manifold.

3-1 Theorem : Let A be a closed subset of an R°- {or Q°°-)manifold M.

The followings are equivalent:

(i) A is E00- (or Q°°-)deficientin M.

(ii) A is I-deficientin M.

(iii) A is contained in a collared closed submanifold of M.

(iv) A is contained in a collared set in M.

(v) A is a D*-set in M.

(vi) A is a D-set in M.

Proof : (i) -> (ii) is derived from (R°°xl, (0,0)) ^ (12°°,0) or (Q°°x /,(0,0)) = (Q°°,0).

(ii) -> (iii) ―>(iv) are trivial, (iv) -> (v) is Proposition 1-2. (v) -> (vi) is obvious. We

prove (vi) ->(i). By the Stability Theorem (e. g., see [11]), there is a homeomorphism

h : MxR°° -+M (or h: MxQ^-^M) homotopic to the projection. Let i:M-+Mx

{0}aMxR°° (or cMxQ°°) be the natural injection. Using (i)->-(vi), hi(A) is a D-

set in M, hence hi＼A is a D-embedding homotopic to the inclusion AaM. Then

hi＼A extends to a homeomorphism g:M~>M. Since g"IAi|A = id, that is, h~1g＼A =
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i＼A,h~-lg:M-+MxRca (or h'lg:M->MxQco) is a homeomorphism with h~lg(A)=

Ax{0}. The proof of theorem is complete. Q

In the above proof of (iv)->(i), a homeomorphism g~^h;MxRO3-*M (or g"xh＼

MxQ°°->M) can be chosen arbitrarilyclose to the projection because h can be so.

Thus we have

3-2 Corollary : Let M be an Rm- (or Q°°-)manifold and A a D-set in M.

Then for each open cover 1J of M, the projectionp: Mx R°°-+M(or p: Mx Q°°-> M)

is HJ-homotopic to a homeomorphism stationarilyon Ax, {0}.

In the above corollary, we can replace R or Q°°by / and R because IxRx=

RxR°° = R°°and IxQ^^RxQ^^Q . This is used in Sections 4 and 5.

Using our characterization of infinite deficiency, one can easily obtain the

fundamental properties of infinitedeficientsets in M - or Q^-manifolds. For ex-

ample, the properties mentioned Introduction have been seen in Section 1 and

those proofs are fairly easy.

4. Approximation Theorems.

First,we prove the followingClosed Embedding Approximation Theorem:

4-1 Closed Embedding Approximation Theorem : Let M be an R°°-{or

Q°°-)manifold, X a countable direct limit of finite dimensional compact metric

spaces {or compact metric spaces) and f:X-+M a map that restricts to a D-

embedding on a closed subset A of X. Then for each open cover 1/ of M, there

exists a closed embedding g:X-+M such that g＼A= f＼A and g is HJ-near to f

{moreover g is HJ-homotopic to f stationarilyon A).

We use the next easily observed lemma:

4-2 Lemma : Let f: X=dir lim Xn.―>-F=dirlimFn be a map between countable

directlimits of compact metric spaces. If f is injectiveand f(X)f) Yn=f(Xn) for

each nzN, then f is a closed embedding.

Proof of Theorem 4-1: Write X=dirlimX,, and M=dir lim Fn, where each

Xn and Yn are finitedimensional compact metric (or compact metric) subspaces

of Xnil and Ynhi respectively.From paracompactness,CU admits a sequence of

open star-refinements

17 > *CI7,> *fl/2> *178>*･･･.

Inductively, we define open covers cvu cu2, ･･･ as follows:
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cVi -cUi and c^w+1 =st ifVn, cUum) , n = 1,2, ･･■.

Then each qA refines HJ.

Put #i= l. From Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding gii Xril-^-M such that

gi＼Anxni=-f＼Ar＼xni,

gi(Xni＼A)(zM＼f(A) and

g^~ /|Xt]1 stationarily on AnX^.

Then gx extends to an embedding gt: X7ll＼jA―>M with gx＼A=f＼A which is C[?r

homotopic to f＼Xnil)A stationarilyon A. By the Homotopy Extension Theorem,

gi extends to a map g[:X->M cyi-homo topic to / stationarilyon A. Choose mt

>1 so that gi(XM])cFmi and put

X^X^UiAnf-^YnJ) and g*=h＼X* : X*->Ymi.

Note that X? is compact and gf is an embedding such that

g*＼Af]X*=f＼Af]X* and

gf- f＼X* stationarilyon Af] Xf .

Choose an #2>#i so that Xf<z.Xnr Since Fmi is compact, Ymi is a Z)-set in

M from deficiency. Hence /(A)uFm, is also a D-set in M by 1-3 with 3-1.

From Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding g2: Xn2 -> M such that

021x,j u(a n xna)=g[ |x7llu (An xn.2),

g2(Xn2＼(XniUA))<zM＼(f(A)＼jYmi) and

gz~ g[＼Xn.2stationarilyon Xni U(An Xig) -

Since g2|^4nXW2=/|^4nX≪2 and g2(Xre2＼^4)cM＼/(i4), g2 extends to an embedding

Qa: Xna＼JA-+M with fii2|J4=/|A Then g2 is clearly c[/2-homotopic to g[＼Xnz＼jA

stationarily on Xrill)A. By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, g2 extends to a

map g'2＼X-+M which is cL/2-homotopic to g[ stationarily on Xni＼JA, hence c＼;2-

homotopic to / stationarilyon A. Choose an m2>nii so that g2(I≫2)cFm2 and put

X*=Xna＼J(Anf-1{Ym2)) and g? = 92＼X*:X*-+Ym2.

Then Xf is compact and gf is an embedding such that

gf＼Xf= g*, gf＼Af]Xf^f＼AnXf,

gf(Xf＼X*)dM＼Ymi and

j7?~ /|Xf stationarily on Af]Xf.

Thus inductively, we have integers I=≫i<n2<---. I<m1<m2<' ･･ and
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erabeddings gf: Xf ->ym, of compact sets Xf in X, f=l,2, such that

XnidXt<zXni+lt gf+l＼Xf= gf, gt＼AnXt=f＼AnX?,

gf(Xf＼Xf)c:M＼Ymj if j<i, and

gf~ f＼Xf stationarilyon Af)Xf.

Since X=dirliraXf and M=dir lira.Fmi, erabeddings gf, gf, ･･･ induce a map g:

X-+M extending f＼A which is clearlyinjective and <U-near to /. By Lemma 4-

2, g is a ctovsedembedding.

For the additional statement, we can construct a <U-homotopy between / and

g since each g＼is <l/rhomotopic to g't^ stationarily on Xni＼)A (where g'0=f and

Xno=0). Otherwise, if we assume by the Open Embedding Theorem that M is

an open set in jR°°(or Q'x) and each element of HJ is convex, then the additional

statement is immediate. □

The following Approximation Theorem has been proved by V.T. Liem. Using

Theorem 4-1 and Corollary 3-2, we give an easy alternative proof.

4-3 Z)-Embedding Approximation Theorem [4],[6]: Let M be an R°°-(or

Q°°-)manifold, X a countable directlimit of finite dimenisional compact metric (or

compact metric) spaces and f:X^-M a map that restrictsto a D-embedding on a

closed subsed A of X. Then for each open cover HJ of M, there exists a D-

embedding g:X^-M such that g＼A―f＼A and g is ^J-homotopic to f stationarily

on A.

Proof : By theorem 4-1, we may assume without loss of generality that /

is a closed embedding. From Corollary 3-2 (cf. its remark), the projection p: Mx

1―>M is cU-homotopic to a homeomorphism hiMxI^M stationarilyon f(A)x{Q}.

Let i:M-+Mx{0)cMx/ be the natural injection. The embedding g = hif:X-*M

is the desired one. □

For open embeddings, we can strengthen the Open Embedding Approximation

Theorem [11]:

4-4 Open Embedding Approximation Theorem (strong version): Let M

and N be R°°-(or Q°°-)manifolds and A an R00- (or Q00-) deficient set in M. Then

for any open cover 'V of N, any map f:M->N is C＼J-homotopic to an open embed-

ding g:M-+N such that g(A) is an R -(or Q°°-)deficient set in N. If f＼A: A->N

is an JRra-(or Q°°-)deficient embedding, then f and g are HJ-homotopic stationarily

on A (of course f＼A = g＼A).
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Proof: From Theorem 3-3, we may assume that f＼A:A->N is an R -(or

Q°°-)deficientembedding. Apply the proof of [11, Theorem 2-2] in which [11,

Lemma 1-5J is replaced with Lemma 2-2 in this paper (cf. Proof of Theorem 4-1).

□

As an immediate consequence, we have a strong version of the Open Embed-

ding Theorem:

4-5 Open Embedding Theorem (strong version): Let M be an R°°-(or Q°°-)

manifold and A an R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient set in M. Then M can be embedded in

R°°(or Q°°)so that M is open and A is closed and R°°-(or Q°°-)deficient in R°°

(or Q").

5. Unknotting Theorem (strong version).

Using Theorems 2-1,4-3,Proposition1-3 (with 3-1) and Corollary 3-2, we

can prove the followingstrong version of Theorem 2-1 by Anderson-McCharen's

trickin [11

5-1 Unknotting Theorem (strong version): Let M be an R°°-(or Q°°-)

manifold, A a D-set in M and HJ, ^V open covers of M. If a D-embedding f: A

->M is cU-homotopic to the inclusion i:AaM, then f extends to a homeomorphism

f :M->M ivhich is ambiently invertiblyst(cU,c＼;)-isotopicto id. Moreover if the

homotopy d>:i~f is stationary on a closed subset Ao of A and cl@((A＼A0) XI) is

contained in an open subset W of M, then the isotopy W: id―/ can be chosen to

be stationary on A0{j{M＼W).

For the sake of completeness, we include the details. First we prove the

below:

5-2 Lemma: Let ^:F->[0, oo) be a map of a paracompact space Y, W an

open set in YxR and <U an open cover of YxR such that if y£c＼(Y＼y~＼0))

then {y}x[O,y(y)]c:Wr＼U for some Ug'-TJ. Then there existsan ambient invertible

qj-isotopy OiYxRxI-^YxR stationary on r~l(O)xRU(YxR＼W) such that 60=

id and 0l(y,0)= (y,y(y))for each y£Y.

Proof : From Lemma 1-1, we have maps a,fi:Y-^R such that for each ye Y,

a(y)<0<r(y)<P(y) and {y}x[a(y), fl(y)~＼is contained in some VecU, moreover if y£

cUFV-'CO)) then {y}x[a(y), fi{y)]cW. Then the desired isotopy 0:YxRxI->Yx

R is defined by
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[y, j-x s+tr(y)＼

＼v'―M)―*+t≪v))

(y,s)

if y(y)^O and ct(y)<s<0,

if r(y)^O and 0<s<p(y),

otherwise. H

Proof of Theorem 5-1: Let cy' be an open star-refinement of c[? and W

an open set in M such that cl0((A＼Ao)xI)czW'czclW'c:W.

First,we will construct an ambient invertible cy'-isotopy W : Mxl-+M station-

ary on A0＼J(M＼W) such that 8^ = id and ＼[(f(A＼A0))r＼A=&. From Proposition

1-3 with Theorem 3-1, Auf(A) is a D-set in M. Using Corollary 3-2 (cf.its

remark), we have a homeomorphism h:MxR->M such that A|(i4u/(A))x{0} =

p＼(A(Jf(A))x{0}, where p:MxR^M is the projection. Put T^=/>(Mx{0}n

A"!(PF')). From Lemma 1-1, we have a map /3':VP'-≫(0,1] such that for each #

Wi there is a F'cq/ with {arJxCO.^C^lcA-'CFOnA-'CP^). Choose an open set

G in M so that cl/(^＼i40)=cl(/(A)V40)cGcclGcTFJ. Take a map p":M-+I

with 5/^1(0)= A0U(M＼G) and define a map p-.M-+l by

#*)={
P(x)p＼x) if xcW'o,

0 if xWl

Then Aoap-＼Q), f(A＼Ao)czM＼J--1(O)czG and for each xgW'o there is V'ecv'

with {x}X[O,^(x)']c:h~＼V')r＼h~1(W').Hence by Lemma 5-2, we have an ambient

invertible /r'(ct;')-isotopy6':MxRxl-*MxR stationary on AoxRU(MxR＼

hr＼W')) such that ^J=id and d'0(x,O)= (x,p(x)) for each xeM The desired isotopy

W :MxI->M is defined by W'{x,t)^hO＼h-＼x),t).

Next, we will construct an ambient invertible st2(<U, cy^-isotopy W" :MxI-+

M stationary on AU(Af＼W) such that ?PJ'=id and ?P"f|A=??"!/.Using Qiiczf

and ^ :id―＼[, we can obtain a st(HJ,Q70-homotopy d>':A X /-> M stationary on

Ao such that <PJ= i, &[ = ＼[/ and 0'((A＼Ao)x/)cP7/. Let a:M-+l be a map with

a~1(0)=i40. Denote

K={(x,O,t)＼xeA,O<t<a(x)}c:MxIxR and

L={(a;,0,0G^=0 or t=a(x)}.

Then /^ is a Z>-setin MxlxR because it is contained in a collared set (1-2).

Define a map 0": K-+M by

{ x

-) if x$Ao,

if xzAo.
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Observe 0"(x,O,O) = x, 0"(x,O,a(x)) = W[(x) for each xtA and 0"(L)=A＼j＼[f(A) is

a D-set in M(1-3 with 3-1). Since W'1f(A＼Ao)nA=0, 0"＼L is a closed embedding,

so a £>-embedding. Note that 0"(K＼Aox{O}x{O})ciW/. Let W" be an open set

in M with clFF'c!f"cclW/'"cIf and cy" an open cover of M which refines both

covers Q7' and {W",M＼c＼W}. By Theorem 4-3, 0" is q/'-homotopic to a D-

embedding 0"f:K-+M stationary on L. Then 0'" is homotopic to q＼K because so

is 0'", where q:MxlxR~+M is the projection. Since q is a near homeomorphism

by the Stability Theorem, 0'" is homotopic to the restriction of a homeomorphism

from MxIxR onto M. Using Theorem 2-1, 0'" extends to a homeomorphism

g:MxlxR-*M. For each a?eA＼A), choose a U£CU so that

0"{[x] X {0} X [0, a(x)~＼)= 0＼{x) x/)cst (£/,CV) fl J7' .

Since 0" and 0"' are c[/'-near,

0'"({.r} X {0} X [0, a(x)]) cst (st (£/,q/), q/) n P7"

=st2(t/,q;/)npr//.

Hence

{x}X{0}X[0,a(x)']czg-＼st2(U,ci;')nW").

Let W" be an open set in M with c＼W"<z.W"cclW"aW. For each a;ecl(A＼Ao)

there is some U~ CU such that

{x＼ x {0} x[0, aC^^c^-^st2 (U, aj'))ng-＼W").

Let A/" be an open neighborhood of cl (A＼/lo) X {0} in Mxl such that if y£N then

{y} X [0, ar(y)]ag-＼st* (U, cy'))D g-^^'")

for some (/ CU, where r:MxI-+M is the projection. Take a Urysohn map k:

MxI->I with k(MxI＼N)=0 and *(cl(A＼^o)x{0}) = l and define a map r:MxI

->/ by r(y) = k(y)-ar(y). Then observe that ^|Ax{0}=ar|Ax{0} and for each ?/g

clCMx/Xr"1^)), there is a (Jel/ such that

M x [0, rCi/^cflf-^st2 (U, c[7')) n 0-≫(W).

Hence by Lemma 5-2, we have an ambient invertible g~'(st2(HJ, cl;/))-isotopy /?":

MxIxRxl-*MxIxR stationary on AQXIxR(J(MxIxR＼g-l(W)) such that

0j'= id and ^'(ar, 0,0) = (a;, 0, r(x, 0)) = (x, 0, a(a;)) for each x£M. Recall that for each

xsA, g(x,0,0) = x and g(x,0,a(x)) = ＼[f(x). Then the desired isotopy W":Mxl-+

M is defined by W"(x,f) = q0t＼g-＼x),f).

Finally, we define an ambient invertible isotopy W :MxI-+M by Wi ― W'fW",

t£l. This isotopy is stationarily on A0＼J(M＼W). And it is a st (<U, Q7)-isotopy

because
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st (st2 (cu, <=v'),q;')=st (st(st (hj, <vr), cyr). ^0

= st(HJ,stci/')

<st(cU,q7). □

6. Enlargement of Manifolds.

In previous paper [11], we gave a characterization of R°°-or Q^-mamfolds.

The following is its variation as mentioned after Lemma 1-5 in [111.

6-1 Theorem : (a) A countable directlimit X of finite dimentional compact

metric spaces is an R°°-manifoldif and onlyif X is an ANE for (finite dimentional)

compact metric spaces and it has the following property:

(<Jl'f)Let f'.B^-X be a map from a finite dimensional compact metric space

B into X that restricts to an embedding on a closed subset A of B.

Then there existsan embedding g:B-+X such that f＼A=g＼A.

(b) A countable directlimit X of compact metric spaces is a Q°°-manifoldif

and only if X is an ANE for compact metric spaces and it has the property (<J?')

that is the above property {<Jl'f)with the phase "finite dimensional" deleted.

Using the above characterization,we prove the following R°°-(or Q00-)version

of [2, Theorem 3].

6-2 Theorem : For any space X, Xx R is an R°°-{or Q°°-)manifold if and

only if so is Xx[0, 00],hence if and only if so is XxI.

Proof. The "if" part is trivialsince XxR can be embedded in Xx[0,oo)

as an open set. We must prove the "only if" part. Because of similarity, we

show only /2°°-case.

First, we note that Jx [0, oo) is an ANE for compact metric spaces which is

a countable direct limit of finitedimensional compact metric spaces, since so is

XxR. Then we may prove that Xx[0,oo) has property (JL'f). Let f:B-+Xx

[0,oo) be a map from a finitedimensional compact metric space B into Xx [0,oo)

that restricts to an embedding on a closed subset A of B. From Corollary 1-5,

pf(A)xR is a D-set in an /i^-manifold XxR, where p: XxR-+X is the projec-

tion. Using Lemma 2-2, we have an embedding g: B-^-XxR such that g＼A=f＼A

and g(B＼A)aXxR＼pf(A)xR. If we can construct a homeomorphism h:XxR

-+XxR so that h＼pf(A)xR = id and %(5))clx[0,oo), then Ag: 5->Xx[0, oo) is

an embedding with hg＼A=f＼A, so Xx[0, oo) has property (Jlf/).

Now, we will construct such a homeomorphism. From compactness of g(B),

we may assume that g(B)clx(-l,oo). For each ntN, put
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Dn=p(g(B)nXx(-oo, -2-"]).

Then each Dn is a closed set in X missing pf(A). Let kn＼X-+I be a map with

kn(Pf(A))=0 and kn(Dn)=l. Define a map k:X-+I by

Kx) = Zn=i2~nkn(x) for each x£X.

Then clearly &(/>/(A))=0 and x£Dn implies ^U)>2-(n-1). It follows that

q(B)a{(x,t)£XxR＼t>-k(x)}

because if g(y)= (x,t)&Xx(-2-cn~l＼ -2"B] then ^ i)raso f> -2"(rl-1)>-^). The

desired homeomorphism h: XxE-^-XxR is defined by

h(x,t)= (x,t+k(x)) for each (x,t)eXxR.

For the additional statement, the "if " part is trivialand the " only if " part

follows from Xx l=Xx [0,1)U Xx (0,1]. □

H. Torunczyk [12] showed that if a complete ANR X contains an /2-manifold

whose complement is a Z-set in X then X is necessarily an /2-manifold. For a- or

J-manifolds, the similar statement holds (see [12, Theorem 5.2]). For R°°-or Q°°-

manifolds. we have the following:

6-3 Proposition : Let M be an R°°-(or Q00-)manifold which is embedded in

a space X as a dense set. If X＼M is contained in a union ＼J&aAx of collared

sets Ax, izA, in X and X＼M or {Ji AAx is closed in X, then X is an R°°-(or Q°°-)

yyi.nni.fnld

Proof: For each keA, let kx:Axx[0,l)->X be an open embedding such that

kx(x,0) = x for each xeAx. Since kx(Axx(0,l)) is an open subset of M, Axx(0,l)

is an R°°-(or Q00-) manifold, hence so is Ax X [0,1). Note if ＼JKAAx is closed in X

then X＼＼JieAAx is an R°°-(or Q00-) manifold because it is an open subset of M.

{kx(Axx[O,l))＼teA}U{M} or {&(A,x[0, l))＼teA＼U{X＼JmAi}

is an open cover of X all whose member is an R°°-(or Q°°-)manifold. Hence X

is an Rx- (or Q°°-)manifold. □

In Section 1, we introduced D-sets and D*-sets as generalizations of closed

sets contained in collared sets. One should notice that Z-sets in an R°°-(or Q°°-)

manifold are not necessarily infinitedeficient,hence not contained in collared sets

[5],whereas if-setsin an h- (or a- or I-) manifold are infinitedeficient,hence con-
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6-4 Problem : Let X be an ANE for compact metric spaces which is a

coutable direct limit of finite dimensional compact metric (or compact metric)

spaces. // X contains an R°°-(or Q -) manifold whose complement is a D-set in

X, then is an R°°-(or Q00-)manifold?

7. Union of Two R - (or Q°°-)Manifolds.

In this section, we prove the following theorem:

7-1 Theorem: Let Xx and X2 be closed subsets of a space X with X=XX U

Xz and Xo ―XiOiXz. If Xo, Xi and X% are RT- (or Qm-) manifolds then so is X.

Although this is the i2°°-(or Q°°-)version of the Mogiiski's result [9], his

method cannot apply as mentioned in Introduction. We use the characterization

of j?°°-and Qra-manifolds,i.e.,Theorem 6-1. To prove the theorem, we firstshow

the following lemma:

7-2 Lemma: Let Y and Z be closedsubspaces of a space X with X=Y＼JZ.

If F=dirlimFn and Z=dirlimZ≫ where each Yn and Zn are closedin Yn+X and

Zn+S respectively,then X=dir lim (Yn＼jZn).

Proof: Let AczX. Assume that Af](Yn＼jZn) is closed in Yn＼jZn for each

nzN. Since Af]Yn is closed in Yn for each hgN, Af]Y is closed in Y, hence it

is closedin X. Similarly Af＼Z is closedin X. Therefore A is closed in X Since

X= ＼JnsN(YnVZn), this implies X-dir lim (Yn{jZn). Q

Proof of Theorem 7-1: Because of similarity, we proove only i^-case. From

the above lemma, X is a countable direct limit of finite dimensional compact metric

spaces. Note that X is an ANE for compact metric spaces. Therefore we may

show that X has property Ul'f) in Theorem 6-1. Let f:B-+X be a map from a

finite dimensional compact metric space B into X that restricts to an embedding

on a closed subset A of B. Put Bi=f-＼Xi) and Ai=AnBl for i=0,l,2. First

using [11, Lemma 1-5], we replace f＼B0 with an embedding go:Bo-^Xo such that

go＼Ao=f＼Ao and g0 is homotopic to f＼B0 stationarily on AQ. Then g0 extends to an

embedding g'o:Bo U Ax -> .Xi which is homotopic to f＼B0＼jAi stationarily on Ax. By the

Homotopy Extension Theorem, g'oextends to a map g": Bi->Xi which is homotopic

to f＼Bi stationarily on Ax. Using again [11, Lemma 1-5], we have an embedding

gx: Bx-> Xx such that gi|B0UAi = go, hence gi＼Bo= go and gi＼Ai―f＼Au From com-

pactness, gi(Bi)C＼Xz is a D-set in X2 (1-5). Similarly as above, but using Lemma

2-2, we have an embedding g2: f>2-~>X. such that 92150 = 30,g%＼Az―f＼Ai and more-

over g2(52＼5o)ngi(5i)=0. Then we can define an embedding g:B->X by g＼Bx-=
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i/iand g＼B2= gs. Clearly g＼A= f＼A. ＼J

Since examples of Henderson-Walsh [2] apply equally to R°°and Q°＼as men-

tioned in Section 7 of [2],we have spaces F and Z such that Y^RT and Z^Q°°

but rx/sFxi^JB00 and ZxI^ZxR = Q°°(cf. Theorem 6-2). Let X^FxLO.l]

(or Zx[0,l]) and Xi=Yx＼l,2~＼(or Zx[l,2]). Then X=X, U^X^JfeiT3 (or

Q°°)but Xo^XiflA^^i^00 (or Q°°),so the assumption in Theorem 7-1 that XQ is an

J2°°-(or Q°°-)manifold is not essential.

Because of examples of Henderson-Walsh [2], Mogilski's method in [9] cannot

apply to the a- (or I-) version of Theorem 7-1. However, using Mogilski's char-

acterization of a- and J-manifolds [10], this can be proved similarly as Theorem

7-1.'

As an application,we prove the following Collaring Theorem due to Liem:

7-3 Collaring Theorem [7, Theorems 3-3 and 3-4]: Let N be a closed R°°-

(or Q00-) submanifold of an R°°-(or Q00-) manifold M. Then N is R°°-(or Q°°-)

deficient in M if and only if N is collared in M.

Proof : The "if" part is follows from Theorem 3-1. To prove the " only

if" part, put L=Mx{0}＼jNxl From Theorem 7-1, L is an R°°-(or Q°°-)mani-

fold. The projection p: L -> M is a fine homotopy equivalence, so a near homeo-

morphism (e. g., see [11, Theorem 2-3]). Using Theorem 2-1, we have a homeo-

morphism h:L->M such that h(x,l) = x for each x&L. Then JV is collaredin

M. PI
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